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Walter & Shu�ain Gets Brand Update and
Company Name Change 
Walter Shu�ain is admired for its strong relationships, forward-thinking approach,
and results that help its clients and employees reach their ideals. 

Jul. 18, 2022

Walter Shuffain has announced a brand update and company name change. The full-
service advisory, accounting, and tax �rm is now known as Walter Shuffain. 

Walter Shuffain is admired for its strong relationships, forward-thinking approach,
and results that help its clients and employees reach their ideals. 

“Our mission has always been to help people and organizations make better
decisions and reach their ideals,” said Jonathan Yorks, Managing Shareholder at
Walter Shuffain. “This brand update embodies our unique mindset and approach to
doing business,” said Yorks.  
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Walter Shuffain’s new brand identity includes an updated logo, color palette, and
typography. Under the rebrand, the �rm also launched a new website and
abbreviated its �rm name from Walter & Shuffain to Walter Shuffain.   

Walter Shuffain’s new logo supports the new brand platform. It was designed to
illustrate movement, �uidity, and the �rm’s forward-thinking approach to client
service. The logo was designed with multiple generations in mind, balancing
between modern and timeless.    

The new website is easy to navigate and offers a seamless user experience. The new
website includes a client center, blog, industry and service pages, team biographies,
and a career center, among other interactive features! 
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